Labels measures approximately 24" x 44"

Blocks measure approximately 3.375" x 5"

Labels has been reduced approximately 65% to show overall pattern.
Please Sign In * PH 535/PH 535G * Retail: $9.00 * Size Approx: 71” x 75”

This would make a great wedding, graduation or birthday quilt. Have all the guests sign it before sending it to the quilter.

1 - panel - from Name That Quilt (autograph area) - 17630-12

⅓ yd - of 17 various dark print fabrics for Irish Chain blocks & setting blocks

¾ yd - solid cream for blocks - 7521-491

2⅞ yds - solid brown for blocks, borders & binding - 7521-495

4⅔ yds - backing fabric

Bric-A-Brac * PH 536/PH 536G * Retail: $9.50

Multiple sizes

8 small projects will be in this pattern. The 5 shown, plus a tablerunner, apron & jewelry keeper.

The panel number used in the samples shown here is 17630-11. But either of the other panel colorways could also be used. 17630-12 or 13

Pillowcase - Send your child off to camp or college in style. Write encouraging sentiments on the labels.